BACKGROUND / TIMELINE – Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn
In June 2013, while serving as director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA),
Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn visited Moscow and first met Russian Ambassador to the
U.S. Sergei Kislyak.1
Flynn retired from the U.S. Army in August 2014, after a 33-year career in
uniform.2
On October 8, 2014, the Defense Intelligence Agency sent Flynn a written opinion
detailing the ethics restrictions that would apply to Flynn in retirement, including
his disclosure responsibilities under the emoluments clause.3
In August 2015, Flynn reportedly first met Donald Trump at a 90-minute meeting
in New York.4 (Trump had announced his candidacy for President on June 16,
2015.)
On December 10, 2015, Flynn spoke in Moscow at a 10th anniversary gala for
RT (formerly Russia Today).5 He was seated next to Putin during this gala,
and was paid $33,750 for his appearance.6 Flynn reportedly did not request
prior authorization from the Army or the Secretary of State to accept compensation
from a foreign government, as he was required to do by statute.7
In February 2016, Flynn began serving as an informal foreign policy advisor
to Trump.8
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In May 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican nominee. In July 2016,
it was reported that Flynn was being vetted by the Trump campaign as a possible
vice presidential candidate.9
On July 15, 2016, as the coup in Turkey was ongoing, Flynn spoke at an ACT! for
America event in Cleveland and suggested support for the coup plotters. He
asserted that Turkish President Erdoğan was “close to President Obama” and that
the attempt to overthrow Erdoğan’s government was “worth clapping for.”10
On August 9, 2016, Flynn’s company, Flynn Intel Group (FIG), entered into a
contract with Dutch company Inovo BV related to “improving U.S. business
organizations’ confidence regarding doing business in Turkey, particularly with
respect to the stability of Turkey and its suitability as a venue for investment and
commercial activity.”11 At the time, FIG did not register under the Lobbying
Disclosure Act or the Foreign Agents Registration Act.
On August 17, 2016, Flynn joined Trump for his first classified intelligence
briefing at Trump Tower.12
Flynn met with Turkish government officials, including the foreign minister and
Erdogan’s son-in-law, on September 19, 2016 to discuss the possible extradition
of Fetullah Gulen.13 James Woolsey has alleged that Flynn entertained the
possibility of kidnapping Gulen. Flynn, Jeff Sessions, and Trump also met with
Egyptian President al-Sisi on the same day.14
On October 10, 2016, Flynn met in New York with Turkish community leaders
linked to Erdogan, who raised the subject of Gulen with him.15
On election day, November 8, 2016, Flynn published an op-ed in The Hill that
referred to Gulen as Turkey’s Osama bin-Laden and urged the U.S. government to
prioritize Turkish policy aims, significantly contradicting views he had articulated
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as recently as four months prior.16 FIG was still under contract with Inovo BV,
owned by Turkish-American businessman Ekim Alptekin, at the time, though
Alptekin denied that he represented the Turkish government or that Flynn had
coordinated the op-ed with him in advance.
On November 9, 2016, the day after his election victory, Trump received a
congratulatory call from Erdogan.17
On November 10, 2016, President Obama met with President-elect Trump.
Obama reportedly personally warned Trump against hiring Michael Flynn as
National Security Advisor.18
On November 15, 2016, Flynn joined Trump for an intelligence briefing at the
White House.19 FIG’s contract with Inovo BV expired on November 16, 2016,
according to a termination report FIG filed with the Justice Department on
November 30.20
On November 17, 2016 at least two media outlets published articles about Flynn’s
relationship with Alptekin and Turkish interests.21 The Trump transition team
declined to comment for these pieces.22
On November 18, 2016, Trump announced that he would name Flynn as his
National Security Advisor.23
In late November 2016, according to the Washington Post, senior members of
Trump’s transition team were so worried about Flynn’s contacts with Kislyak
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that they warned Flynn personally that Kislyak’s conversations were almost
certainly being monitored by U.S. intelligence agencies.24
According to the Daily Caller, internal Justice Department documents show that
DOJ National Security Division officials contacted Flynn on November 30,
2016 to raise concerns about his work on behalf of Inovo BV.25 These
documents reportedly indicate that Flynn’s November 8 op-ed and subsequent
media coverage prompted DOJ to contact him.
In early December 2016, Flynn and Jared Kushner reportedly met with
Russian Ambassador Sergei Kislyak at Trump Tower.26 As a follow-up to that
meeting, a Kushner associate again met with Kislyak. Kushner then met with
Sergei Gorkov, head of sanctioned Russian bank Vnesheconombank, later in
December 2016.27
Flynn, Kushner, and Steve Bannon reportedly also met with Emirati Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Zayed in December 2016, an encounter that appears more
significant in light of reports that the crown prince later arranged a back-channel
meeting in the Seychelles between emissaries of Trump and Putin.28 (Kushner did
not disclose these meetings at the time, nor did Flynn disclose his own meeting
with Kislyak.)
Flynn reportedly called Kislyak on December 19, 2016 to express condolences
for the assassination of the Russian ambassador to Turkey.29 Flynn and Kislyak
then exchanged holiday greetings by text on December 25, 2016, according to an
account by Sean Spicer.
On December 28, 2016, Flynn again spoke to Kislyak at least once; Trump
transition officials told Ignatius the conversation was about a Russian military
plane crash, upcoming Syria peace talks in Kazakhstan, and to discuss plans for a
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Trump-Putin call after the inauguration. Spicer (on January 13) also said the call
had “centered on the logistics” of a Trump-Putin call. 30
On December 29, 2016, President Obama levied sanctions on Russia for its
interference in the election and ejected Russian diplomats from the U.S.31
Flynn reportedly called Kislyak several times that day, according to “senior
U.S. government officials” who spoke to Ignatius.32
On December 30, 2016, Putin announced Russia would not retaliate.33
Obama administration officials reportedly learned of Flynn’s December 29
conversations with Kislyak on January 2, 2017.34
On January 10, 2017, the National Security Council Principals Committee met to
discuss the upcoming Raqqa offensive, which was set to include significant
Kurdish participation.35 Susan Rice reportedly briefed Flynn shortly thereafter and
was told by Flynn not to approve anything; “we’ll make the decision.”
On January 12, 2017, David Ignatius published his account of the Flynn-Kislyak
calls.36 A transition official told the Washington Post on January 13, 2017 that
“sanctions were not discussed whatsoever.”37 Spicer claims to reporters that
Flynn’s call with Kislyak focused on a Trump-Putin call.38
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On January 14, 2017, Flynn reportedly told Pence he had not discussed
sanctions with Kislyak.39
On January 15, 2017, Pence and Reince Priebus both went on Sunday shows
and insisted that Flynn had not discussed sanctions or the expulsion of
diplomats with Kislyak. In response to John Dickerson’s question about whether
“the Flynn conversation [with Kislyak] help[ed] pave the way for that sort of more
temperate response” by Russia, Pence asserted that Flynn and Kislyak “did not
discuss anything having to do with the United States’ decision to expel diplomats
or impose censure against Russia.”40 Priebus told Chuck Todd that “none of that
came up. The subject matter of sanctions or the actions taken by the Obama
[administration] did not come up in the conversation.”41 [Excerpted transcripts
of these appearances are attached.]
On January 18, 2017, Flynn and other transition officials (including Devin Nunes)
attended a breakfast meeting with the Turkish foreign minister at the Trump Hotel
in DC.42
On January 19, 2017, Sally Yates reportedly discussed the possibility of briefing
the incoming administration about Flynn’s conversations with Kislyak. Jim
Comey reportedly dissents for fear of complicating an ongoing investigation.43
On January 22, 2017, Flynn reportedly denied having discussed sanctions with
Kislyak in a conversation with Sean Spicer.44 The Wall Street Journal reported on
the same day that Flynn was the subject of a counterintelligence investigation
related to his contacts with Kislyak.45 On January 23, 2017, Spicer again says
Flynn had just “one call” with Kislyak and that sanctions were not discussed.46
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Flynn was reportedly interviewed by the FBI on January 24, 2017.47 It is not
clear whether he was truthful about the content of his conversations with Kislyak.
On January 25, 2017, Flynn briefed Trump on Secretary of Defense James
Mattis’s recommendations for a raid in Yemen.48
On January 26, 2017, Yates reportedly spoke with White House Counsel Don
McGahn about Flynn’s apparent dishonesty and his vulnerability to exploitation by
foreign intelligence.49
On January 27, 2017, the Trump signed the “travel ban” executive order.50
On January 28, 2017, Trump spoke with Vladimir Putin for nearly an hour on the
phone; Flynn joined Trump in the Oval Office for the call.51 52 53
Yates was fired on January 30, 2017, after instructing Justice Department
attorneys not to defend the travel ban EO.54
During a February 8, 2017 interview with the Washington Post, Flynn
“categorically denied discussing sanctions” with Kislyak.55
On February 9, 2017, the New York Times, citing “current and former
American officials,” reported that Flynn had indeed discussed sanctions and
areas of possible cooperation with Kislyak during a late-December call. The
officials reportedly described Flynn’s message to Kislyak as “unambiguous and
highly inappropriate,” and said that the conversation “was only one in a series of
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contacts between the two men that began before the election.”56 Later the same
day, Flynn revised his account to the Post, saying through a spokesman that he
“couldn’t be certain that the topic never came up.”57
On February 10, 2017, Trump tells reporters on Air Force One that he will “look
into” reports concerning Flynn misleading administration officials about his
contacts with Kislyak.58 “I don’t know about that. I haven’t seen it.”59
On the evening of Saturday, February 11, 2017, Trump, Abe, Flynn, and other
aides huddled on the patio of Mar-a-Lago in view of other diners while discussing
a joint response to a North Korean missile test.60
On February 13, 2017, the Washington Post reported on Yates’s notification of
McGahn. Lt. General Flynn resigns.61 62 63
On February 14, 2017, Spicer defended the administration’s handling of the Flynn
situation during the daily press briefing.64 According to Spicer, the 18-day delay
between notification and Trump’s request for Flynn’s resignation was driven by a
need to evaluate the truthfulness of Flynn’s statements to Pence: “Whether or not
he actually misled the Vice President was the issue, and that was ultimately what
led to the President asking for and accepting the resignation of General
Flynn. That’s it, pure and simple. It was a matter of trust.”
On February 15, 2017, Trump said Flynn is a “wonderful man” and that “it’s
very, very unfair what’s happened to General Flynn.”65
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In a February 19, 2017 appearance on Meet the Press, Reince Priebus offered his
account of the Yates/Flynn timeline, telling Chuck Todd that he learned he had
been misled “sometime after January 27th.”66
On March 7, 2017, Flynn filed a retroactive FARA registration for his Inovo BV
contract work on behalf of the Turkish government.67
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